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	The purpose of this book is to teach you the syntax and semantics of the C# programming language in as

	clear a manner as possible. C# is a wonderful programming language! I love coding in it. I don’t know

	how many programming languages I’ve learned over the years, but C# is by far my favorite. I hope that

	by using this book, you can gain an appreciation for C#’s beauty and elegance.





	Most books teach programming primarily using text. That’s great for novels, but many of the

	important concepts of programming languages can best be understood through a combination of

	words, figures, and tables.





	Many of us think visually, and figures and tables can help clarify and crystallize our

	understanding of a concept. In several years of teaching programming languages, I have found that the

	pictures I drew on the whiteboards were the things that most quickly helped the students understand

	the concepts I was trying to convey. Illustrations alone, however, are not sufficient to explain a

	programming language and platform. The goal of this book is to find the best combination of words and

	illustrations to give you a thorough understanding of the language, and to allow the book to serve as a

	reference resource as well.





	This book is written for anyone who wants an introduction to the C# programming language—

	from the novice to the seasoned programmer. For those just getting started in programming, I've

	included the basics. For seasoned programmers, the content is laid out succinctly, and in a form that

	allows you to go directly to the information required without having to wade through oceans of words.





	For both sets of programmers, the content itself is presented graphically, in a form that should make the

	language easy to learn.





	Enjoy!
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Discrimination and Privacy in the Information Society: Data Mining and Profiling in Large Databases (Studies in Applied Philosophy, Epistemology and Rational Ethics)Springer, 2012

	Vast amounts of data are nowadays collected, stored and processed, in an effort to assist in  making a variety of administrative and governmental decisions. These innovative steps considerably improve the speed, effectiveness and quality of decisions. Analyses are increasingly performed by data mining and profiling technologies that...
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Organization Design: The Collaborative ApproachButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Naomi Stanford has produced the consummate guidebook for human resource professionals who are charged with shepherding a complex organization design project through to completion. It is full of useful tools to help manage the tricky but often overlooked softer aspects of organization change programs, such as communication plans, expectation...
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Core Java™ 2 Volume I - Fundamentals, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004
In late 1995, the Java programming language burst onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information...
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Computational Mathematics: Models, Methods, and Analysis with MATLAB and MPICRC Press, 2003
This book evolved from the need to migrate computational science into undergraduate education. It is intended for students who have had basic physics, programming, matrices and multivariable calculus.

The choice of topics in the book has been influenced by the Undergraduate Computational Engineering and Science Project (a United States...
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Adobe CS Production Premium for Final Cut Studio EditorsFocal Press, 2009
Accelerate your Final Cut Studio workflow and expand your creative options by incorporating the Adobe Production Premium toolset into your projects. Adobe's Creative Suite tools are the perfect complement to Final Cut Studio, whether it is improving the look of your still images with Photoshop, monitoring your on-set video with OnLocation, or...
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Now Is Too Late: Survival in an Era of Instant NewsPrentice Hall, 2002
Now your reputation can be attacked by anyone, anywhere, at any time. Now Is Too Late delivers a blueprint for 21st-century  crisis management that reflects your constituents' new demands for instant,  accurate answers direct from you, not the media. Crisis management expert Gerald  R. Baron shows why you're a...
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